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About This Game

Online shopping has taken its toll and now it's time for the mall to be destroyed due to unpaid debts. Unfortunately, your shady
demolition business can't afford a wrecking ball so you'll have to use your car instead. Don't think you can go about your job as

you please. Holdout shoppers are still in the mall, and dangerous mayhem is around every corner!

The goal is to destroy as many things in the mall as possible. Getting stuck for more than a few seconds or hitting too many
shoppers means game over. You won't go unrewarded for your efforts. For every object you destroy you will receive points.

Points can be used to unlock abilities to greatly enhance the demolition experience.
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If you gain enough points in a certain mall you will unlock an ability! Abilities help you get unstuck, avoid shoppers, or destroy
objects.

Boost-Gain a quick burst of speed to blast through obstacles or get unstuck.

Balls Of Steel-Magically drops down 4 huge steel balls from the sky, destroying everything in their path.

Ghost-Fear those shoppers no more! Instead of running the shoppers over on "accident", you'll pass right through them.

Radial Force-It's like the force, but radial.

Second Chance-Are you stuck? No problem! Just use this ability to spawn back at the center of the mall. This is the only
ability that can only be used once per game.

Give Up-Had enough? Use this ability to destroy your car and save the current score.

Ready to up the challenge? Modes make the game harder to play. You can enable as many modes as you want. You'll be
rewarded by a score multiplier while the mode is enabled. The amount of lives you have can also be adjusted to tweak the

difficulty even more.

Blackout-Power outage in the mall! With all of the lights out you'll have to rely only on your headlights.

Slippery Floors-The janitor just recently mopped up the floors. The mall just turned into a drift course!

Earthquake-Everything is starting to shake. Can you destroy the mall before the earthquake destroys you?

Inversion-Everything will be flipped upside down. Gravity vector change not included.

Deadly Walls-Let's just pretend that the walls are lava.

Black Friday-The mall is packed today! Can you destroy the mall before the shoppers get their Black Friday deals?

Fast paced action packed gameplay; there’s mayhem around every corner.

Advanced destruction technology that fully utilizes Unreal Engine 4.
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Navigate through six huge malls packed with items.

Action packed arcade style gameplay with six game modes.

Steam achievements and Steam Cloud save support.

Relaxing mall music and elevator music that goes perfectly with the destruction.

Made by a single developer with a great passion for games and the gaming industry.

I hope you have as much fun with Mall Mayhem as I had making it!
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stockton mall mayhem. mall mayhem barbie. mall of mayhem. cherry hill mall mayhem. weberstown mall mayhem. mayhem
mega mall. doom mall of mayhem. mall mayhem

This game makes me wish I was dead. Cheaper than a beer. More fun too.. All I can say is, I've driven better. It's nice if you
wanted it just to add to a collection, but the whistle is rubbish and it just had generic chuffing sounds.

Buy it if you want to complete some steam collection, but if you are a bit more serious, then don't. story:9\/10
character:8\/10
CG:8.5\/10
system:9\/10
bgm and music:7.5\/10
at all:8.5\/10
for me,i dont really like the main character of this game but i still think its a good story and game to play.i think its worth to buy
this game.. berCharge this VR-Sim.
I liked it w/o VR: now it's even better!
And: it's for free... nice Demo of the SR:ER.. There is a bug in the game in which when you launch it the game will often stay
on a black screen and the only way to fix this is to delete your save. It's extremely infuriating and i recommend you stay away
from this game until they patch the bug.
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Each time that I search a match the game crash!What should I do help!!. Don\u2019t buy these packs. They aren\u2019t worth
it, you can\u2019t even see yourself in the skin first of all, and second, the car\u2019s skin won\u2019t really matter since you
won\u2019t even give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

DLC Content: 88\/100
DLC Price: 67\/100

Base game overall rating: 9.6\/10. Great little casual puzzle game.

The puzzles are randomly generated (with a total of 1.74 x 10^26 possible levels), but they're still really fun and feel really well
designed. The gameplay at the start is pretty easy to understand and new mechanics are added regularly to keep it fresh and
make it more and more complicated as you progress.

The artstyle and sound design isn't for everyone, with the weird music and visual noise, but I personnally really liked it! It has
some kind of strange creepy vibe that makes it very different from other casual puzzle games.

Overall I really enjoyed this game. It isn't too complicated, but it also doesn't hold your hand, you have to figure out the new
mechanics by yourself. It's also infinite, the levels aren't too long, and getting in the game is pretty quick, so even after getting
all the achievements it's still a fun game that you can launch once in a while to play for a couple of minutes.

For more reviews like this, follow Indie Puzzle Games Curator Page.. Great game.. Love this old gem. Hopefully there
will be Orcs must die 4
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